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Decision 8S 05 067 MAY 26 1989 
BEFORE ~HE PUBLIC U~ILI~IES COMMISSION OF THE STA~ OF CALIFORNIA 

Rulemaking Proceeding on the 
Commission's Own Motion to 
Revise Electric OtilityRate
making Mechanisms in Response 
to Changing Conditions in the 
Electric Industry. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

-----------------------------) 

I.86-10-001 
(Filed October 1, 1986) 

lNTERIK OPXNIOH 

On Decem}:)er 9, 1988, we issued Deeision (D.) 88-12-041 in 
this proceeding. ~he decision approved a stipulation proposed 
by several parties to this ease. Among other points, the 
stipulation requested an opportunity t~ submit written eomments on 
refoeusing this proeeeding. In D.88-12-041, we granted this 
request and elaborated on the topies the parties eould address in 
their comments. 

Comments were filed on January 13, 1989, by Paeifie Gas 
and Electric Company (PG&E"), Southern California Edison Company 
(Edison), San Diego Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E), the 

_commiSSion's Division of Ratepayer Advoeates (DRA), the california 
~~Energy commission (CEC) , the california Department of General 

Services (OGS) , Toward Utility Rate Normalization (TORN), the 
Natural Resources Defense Council (NROC)" the California Large 
Energy Consumers Association (CLECA), and Anheuser-Buseh Companies, 
Inc., General Motors Corporation, Mobil Oil Corporation, Nabisco 
Brands, Inc .. , and Union Carbide corporation (Industrial Users). 

We have carefully considered these comments and certain 
events that have occurred since the start of this proceeding, and 
we have arrived at several conclusions about the course of this 
ease.' In this opinion, we,will discuss our decision to- end this 
proeeeding, and we will raise several lingering issues that must be 

.' 
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resolved in some fashion before we ean elose this case. As in 
other recent decisions in this proceeding,. most of our comments in 
this opinion apply only to PG&E, Edison, and SDC&E. 

We have coneluded that we should take steps to end this 
proceeding soon. Although we have not aecomplished everything we 
set out to do at the start of this case, we have achieved several 
important goals. 

This proceeClinq beqan as an attempt to, revise our 
electric ratemaking mechanisms, but the foeus narrowed after the ~ 
~ hearings of March 19 and 20, 1987, to address the expanding 
threat posed by customers' bypassing the utilities' systems. 

We have taken several measures to eombat uneeonomic 
bypass. We moved closer to a revenue allocation based on equal 
percentage of marginal cost, whieh brought the rates for all 
customer classes closer to the cost of service and helped. reCluce 
the ineentive for uneconomie bypass. In this proeeeding, we' 
allowed the uti1ites to eontract to sell electrieity at less than 
tariff rates to certain customers, with a elear potential for self
generation. We developed and refined the Expedited Application 
Docket (EAD) to, review these special contracts. We adopted a set 
of guidelines in 0 .. 88-03-008 to speed up our review and to 
safeguard the interests of other ratepayers _ As part of these 
guidelines, we required the utilities to explore with the customer 
the possibilities for using demand-side management techniques to 
control electricity bills" as an alternative to 9'%'anting rate 
discounts. All of these actions have helped greatly to, reduee a 
bypass problem that at one time seemed unmanaqeable~ 

In connection with the original impetus behind this 
proceeding, we attempted to, improve the utilities' incentives to 
keep eustomers on their systems by removing' the protections of the 
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Electric Revenue A~justment Mechanism (£RAM) an~ the attrition rate 
adjustment (ARA) for large customers descri~ed as the less 
restricted class (LRC). 

The stipulation was in part inspired ~y the unanticipated 
and extraordinary difficulties of working out the details of 
removing these mechanisms for only one qroup of customers. The 
difference in the proposed regulatory treatment ~etween the LRC and 
other customers created several o~stacles, including enormous 
problems of allocating costs and revenue responsibility. In the 
meantime, the threat of uneconomic ~ypass has qreatly receded. Tbe 
parties to the stipulation reacted to· these developments and 
concluded that "under current conditions, the potential for 
uneconomic bypass does not warrant undergoing all the complexities 
that would result from eliminatinq the !RAM and ARA mechanisms for 
the LRC alone." 

We agree that the threat of uneconomic bypass has 
diminished under current circumstances and that a revision of 
regulatory mechanisms that is primarily impelled ~y the threat of 
bypass may no longer make sense. 

Our experience in this case has persuaded us that the 
effort required to' work out the details of a partial removal of 
ERAM and the ARA substantially outweighs any ~enefits that may 
reasonably be expected from this revision. The other possible 
revision is a total removal of ERAM and the ARA for all customers. 
But this option has implications that extend well beyond the issues 
raised by the threat of uneconomic bypass, and we are unwilling t~ 
take this step at this time without consi4ering the broader effects 
of this action. 

Our judgment is that future regulatory revisions should 
be specifically defined and should be given a fresh look in new, 
foeused~ and manageable proceedings unburdened by the history that 
this ease has accumulated. Thus,we will take the necessary steps 
to end this proceeding. 
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A major implication of this decision is that ~ and the 
ARA will continue to apply to· all customer .. classes. for the present., 
However, we may consider revisions to· these and other mechanisms in 
future proceedings., 

II ,. The cODseryationoptiol'l 

One ot our reasons for letting the utilities offer 
customers special contracts--ane particularly contracts for 
incremental sales--was to make use of e~cess qeneratinq capacity 
th~t was available. It appear~ that the extent ot this excess 
capacity has diminished over time. SOG&E has recently made 
contracts availaple to independent power producers to meet part ot 
i~~ expoc~ed need tor peaking gener~~ion (D.S9-0Z-017). Growing 
dei.\and haz led to the possi:Oil':'~y t!la:' o:':::'cr u::i:'i':ies may al::;o 
soon ne~d to plan for capaci':y additions, i~eluding new gene=~ting 
plar.::z • 

It is essential t:::'a~ ~~ili~ie~ hav~ eno~gh ca~aci':y :'0 

iliee~ ~~e needs of thci= cus~o~e=~. B~~ i~ recen~ times, ~uil~in~ 
ne~" ;er.erating p,lants has bee:'l !=auqh:. with p:::oble:l::;, and. thcze 
~!':lbl·~n'.~ h..:we h.ighli<;r.~ee. ":.::-..~ ac.·'~:'l,:~g~s o::! avo::"::'::'::.; or poc":,?c::.i::.; 

c:.:pe:",.z:'vc and detrimental to the 
on e~i~':ing resources. 

We therefo:::e limi~e~ our s;eci~l eontrac~s program to 
~vc::.c. stimulating d.emand to a point ''''her~ ne-,., gene=ating plants 
~,e=e :'lcedeO. One aspect 0: t~is li~it~tion was what we have called 
t:1.e con:::.e:"V'ation option" which re~i:::ec. u't.ili't.ies, ouring 
negot.iations about special contracts, to,explore with custome=s. the 
pos:;ibilities tor reducing electricity bills through dC!!1and-side 
management ... 

We have long been aware ot the~ene.tits of conservation 
and load management... Environmental benefits include les.s air and 
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water pollution and 'reduced production ot hazardous wastes. By 
lowering the need tor generation ,trom plants fired by oil and gas, 
conserva~ion belps ~oderate the deman~ tor and prices ot these 
!uels. To the extent that cost-ettective demand-side :anagement 
allows a utility to- avoid or deter construction ot a new generatin~ 
plant, there are several associated benefits. As. a general ma.tt~r, 
avoiding such additions to rate base helps keep rates down. It a ~ 

utility does not need to build a new ~eneratinq plant, it also does 
not need the capital for construction of the plant, and it avoids 
incurring the increased financing costs associated with issuing new 
debt or offering new shares of stock~ Demand-side management, by 

reducing the uncertainty associated with demand. forecasts, also 
helps utilities and regulators in making difficult planning 
decisions. 

In recent years, we have maintained fairly constant 
budget$ for conservation and load management for our utilities, 
because excess capacity and low oil and gas prices limiteci the 
cost-effective options. But now several circumstances suggest that 
a more aggressive demand-side management progr~ may be warranted. 

Excess generating capacity has diminished. In recent 
months, environmental problems that are affected l:>y fossil-fueled 
generation have come to' the forefront, including air pollution in 
the Los Angeles Basin and the "greenhouse eftect," predicted to' 
result trom increased atmospheric levels of carbon dioxide. 
Conservation can make a contribution toward reducing these 
problems. In addition, there has been increasinq it belated 
concern about this country's trade deficl.t with other nations and 
the und.erlying problem of the competitiveness of American 
businesses and industries. Using electricity efficiently lowers 
costs and helps California industries and businesses compete 
succes~fully aqainst foreign and domestic rivals. Load management 
helps control utilities' costs and rates by using' existing 
generating plants more efficiently • 
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Furthermore, the conditions that led us to adopt flat 
demand-side management budgets for the last few years--a poliey 
called "staying the course"--need to be reexamined. Much of the 
justification for this policy came out of a time of relatively 
cheap fossil fuel prices; lower fuel prices made it more di~ticult 
for demand-side management programs to-meet tests of cost
effectiveness. Now, however, the fuel market has gradually 
tightened.. In addition, advances in demand-side management 
technologies in recent years may have lowered costs. The time is 
ripe for reconsidering our policy. 

We also note that other states have developed some novel 
and imaginative approaches to- demand-side management. We want to 
evaluate those approaches and see if they are appropriate for 
California. 

For all these reasons, we want to take a closer look at 
the role of demand-side management in our regulatory scheme. We 
will examine the issues in an en banc hearing, to be held on 
July 20, 1989. We will shortly issue a separate notice on the 
specific topics and format for this ~n bane to all parties in this 
proceeding-

During this en bane, we would like parties to consider 
and comment on one specific unresolved issue related to this 
proceeding- We want to' retain the conservation option as part of 
the utilities' negotiations with potential special contracts 
customers.. But our decision to keep ~ changes the method of 
finanCing conservation items selected by these customers. with 
ERAM in place for all customers, the forecasts of sales and 
revenues decrease in importance, since ERAM adjusts revenues for 
sales variations... In D.88-07-058 (mimeo, .. p. 58)" we decided to 
finance conservation and load management items for potential 
special contracts customers by making an explicit adjustment to the 

forecast of the ~C's revenues to, account for the resulting reduced 
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sales. When all revenue variations are covered by !RAM, that 
source of financing is no longer practical. 

Two types of costs need to be addressed. First is the 
loss of revenues that the utility will suffer from the lower sales 
that are expected to result from the conservation items~ The 
second type is the direct costs that the utility will incur in 
supplying the customer with its selected conservation items. 

Until a more permanent approach to, these costs is 
adopted, perhaps following the ~n b~ hearings,. we will treat 
these costs as follows. The loss in revenues will be accounted for 
in ERAM; this results directly from our decision to retain ~ for 
all customers. Cirect costs of the conservation items should come 
out of the utility'S existing budget for demand-side ~gement~ 
Although existing demand-side management ~uQgets do not expressly 
include the costs of supplying conservation items to special 
contracts customers, our experience so far suggests that requests 
for these items will be limited and that existing demand-side 
management budgets are adequate. If the existing budgets are 
exhausted, requests for additional funding tor these conservation 
items will be considered in connection with the approval of 
individual special contracts. 

III. .s.ilDPlitying the Attrit1sm R.a1;s: AdiustJDent 

Our review of the comments filed in response to the 
stipulation gives us the impression that no party opposes a 
mechanism to account for financial attrition. support for 
operational and rate base attrition is less universal. 

Although we have decided to retain the ARA for now, we 
believe that the operation of this mechanism can be simplifie~. 

We intend to pursue some of the opporeUnities for 
simplification, and we will institute either a rulemaking or an 
investigation of the current ARA mechanism·. In the order-
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instituting the rulemaking or investigation, we will set out some 
proposals for simplifying the ARA. Further consideration of the 

ARAwill take place in the new rulemaking or investigation, rather 
than in this proceeding. 

IV. ~t@c:ts tor Xncremen:t.§l $ales 

Since we decided to, allow utilities to, enter into 
contracts for incremental sales (0.87-05-071,. mimeo .. pp. 10-11), 
many elements touching on that decision have changed. These 
changes lead us to review our approach to, contracts for incremental 
sales. 

The impetus Dehind our permitting utilities to enter into 
contracts for incremental. sales was the existence of excess 
capacity. These contracts let the utility take advantage of idle 
capacity DY offering electricity at reduced rates on a short-term 
Dasis. The resulting increased sales, allow more efficient use of 
existing generating plant. 

Under the scheme we previously pursued for a partial 
removal of ERAM, utilities would Dear the i~ediate loss from 
:bypass by large customers, and the revenue fromcontrac'ts for 
incremental sales would help offset any losses from bypass that the 
utility might incur. 

At the same time, we were very concerned that these 
contracts would stimulate additional demand to a point where the 
utility would need to add capacity. We have not yet addressed the 
role of special contracts when the utility needs capacity. 1he 
existing guidelines reflect our focus on periods of excess 
capacity. The guidelines for special contracts put a three-year 
limit on contracts for incremental sales. We placed an additional, 
superseding limit on all special contracts: 

"The term of a special contract conforming to 
the guidelines should not extend into any year 
when forecasts ,indicate that additional 
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capacity will be needed to meet target reserve 
margins. ~he purpose of allowing special 
contracts is to take advantaqe of existin~ 
excess .capacity. Considerable justifieat10n 
will be required to demonstrate the benefits of 
extending discounted rates. into a period when 
increasea demand creates a need for additional 
capacity .. " (D .. 88-03-008, mimeo .. p~ 16 .. ) 

We have now reached the threshold of such a period, at least for 
some utilities. 

The retention of ERAM for all customers means that the 
revenues from contracts for incremental sales will accrue to 
ratepayers, rather than to the utility~s shareholders. Retaining 
ERAM also eliminates the utility's direct incentive to pursue and 
enter into these contracts. 

Although the factual and regulatory context has changed 
in many respects, we continue to believe that contracts for 
incremental sales can play a role in our ~cheme of regulation, and 
we will continue to allow the utilities to enter into such . 
contracts, subject to the limitations expressed in the quidelines. 
However, the changed circumstances we have described must lead to 
an increased scrutiny and more complex consideration of such 
contracts. In particular, because of the reduction in excess 
capacity, our review must take a broader view of the benefits and 
costs for ratepayers of such contracts. Benefits like increased 
revenues and more efficient use of generating plants must be 
weighed against costs such as the long-term costs of increased 
demand that might be stimulated by the contract. Since ratepayers 
will now both reap the benefits and bear the costs of contracts for 
incremental sales, this broaCter consideration of the costs and 
:benetits for ratepayers is appropriate •. 
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V. :rhe...Risk....o( Lgss trom SpeciaLContracts 

One consequence of today's decision to retain ERAM for 
all customers is that the risk of loss from bypass and special 
contracts remains on ratepayers. Although we had hoped to' find a 
way to shift some of this risk to the utilities, we take some 
comfort from the widespread perception that losses from bypass 
should. be considerably lessened because of the measures we have 
taken to· reduce uneconomic bypass. 

We expect the utilities to do their best to minimize 
losses from special contracts. We had hoped to use the utilities' 
own interests to motivate them to negotiate the highest possible 
rates in special contracts.. Retaining ERAM has erased the premise 
of our initial attempt to- create the incentives for this behavior, 
but our preference for incentive-based regulation remains 
undisturbed, and we may in the future develop other methods to 
create appropriate incentives • 

EVen with the retention of ERAM, however, we believe that 
the review and approval procedures we have established will help 
ensure that utilities will negotiate vigorously with potential 
special contracts customers, and the guidelines we have establishee 
will help protect ratepayers from bearing improper cost$ of those 
contracts. 

VI. Reviewing the Reasonableness of Special Contracts 

As we have just mentioned, the purpose o1! the review of 
special contracts that takes place in the EAO is to ensure that 
other ratepayers are not un1!airly subsidizing special contracts 
customers. The guidelines we established to speed up this review 
are aimed, more specifically, at ensuring that the rate und.er the 
special contract covers' at least the costs of producing' the power 
sold under the contract. 
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With the continuation of ERAM for all customers and the 
decreased importance of the revenue forecast~ we have no obvious 
forum for a second type of review, a review of the reasonab~eness 
of special contracts. We had established that the reasonableness 
of special contracts would be addressed as part of the forecast of 
revenues, but the full retention of ERAM renders the forecast 
unsuitable for this purpose. There are problems with all of the 
other likely proceedings for this reasonableness review. 

The EAO, for example~ was desiqned as a fast review to 
see that "other ratepayers are not unduly disadvantaged ~y these 
contracts" (0.88-03-008,. mimeo. p .• 4). Reasonableness was not to 
be an issue in the EAD: 

"We should make clear that the nature of the 
review of a special contract that occurs in the 
Expedited Application Oocket ••• is not one that 
results in a finding that the level of prices 
in the special contract is reasonable and 
prudent. Rather, approval merely indicates 
that the contract's prices are high enough so 
that other classes of ratepayers are not 
unreasonably harmed." (0.88-03-008, mime~. 
p. 40.) 

The primary problem with reviewing the reasonableness of 
these contracts in the EAO is that this type of review would 
complicate and lengthen the proceeding. More contracts would g~to· 
hearing, and the quick review that is the purpose of the EAD would 
be sabotaged. 

Another candidate for the reasonableness review of 
special contracts is the reasonableness phase of a utility'S 
Energy Cost Adj ustment Clause (ECAC) case. Although the 
reasonableness of the utility'S actions is the central issue in 
these proceedings, the typical ECAC review covers the utility'S 
pyrchases of fuel and power.. Special contracts" by contrast" 
govern a utility'S ~ales to some of its customers. 

Oespi te these pro~lems, our judgment is that the ECAC 
ease provides the best forum.for the review of the reasonableness 
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of special contracts. Besides having reasonableness as its central 
topic, the reasonableness phase of ECAC cases also· provides a way 
to make adj.ustments if contracts are found to be unreasonable. 

VII. ProP2.S1s tor Rate Qpti9DS 

In 0.87-05-071, we found that tariffed rate options, 
designed to meet the needs of particular groups of customers, could 
offer cho,ices that could keep some customers on the utility's 
system without resorting to special contracts. In 0.88·-03-008, we 
concluded that the preferred forum for presenting proposals for 
rate options was the general rate case, although proposals could 
also be entertained in ECAC eases that considered extensive 
revisions in rate design. In addition, we allowed for th~ 
possibility of special applications for approval of rate options in 
extraordinary circumstances. 

We have recently revised the rate case plan in a manner 
that affects our earlier deter.minations (D.89-01-040). these 
revisions separated consideration of rate design from the bulk of 
the general rate case proceeding and established annual electric 
rate design windows for the years between general rate cases. 

In light of these revisions, proposals for rate options 
should ~e presented with other rate design proposals either in the 
rate design portion of the general rate case or in the annual 
electric rate design window. We will continue to allow for the 
possibility of a separate application in extraordinary 
circumstances, but with the more frequent SChedule for 
consideration of rate design, changes in place, we will 
require substantial justification by utilities wishing to resort to 
this emergency proceclure. 
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In D.88-03-008, we directed the utilities to' 'account tor . -

sales under special contracts by bookin9 a credit to their 
balancinq accounts in an amount sUfficient to cover the incremental 
costs of prOducing power sold under the contracts. We also- ordered 
the utilities to file a 'list of such credits and a ae:scription of 
how they proposed to make such credits. 

'rhe utilities made the required filinqs, but the hearings 
that were to consider this issue were postponed and eventually lnade 
unnecessary by the stipulation. 

Our decision to retain ERAM for all customers ~kes it 
somewhat easier to make the proper-credits to- the balaneinq 
accounts. We found the proposal of PG&E to ~e attractive becau~e 
o! i-:.z s:':-.plicity. As we unacrstane t~is proposal, for all sales 
under special contracts, PG&E would book a credit to the Annual 
Energy Rat~ and to each balaneing account, except ~, at the 
appropriate rate component for the pa~icular sehedule tha~ woule 
apply to the customer in the absence o~ ~e special contract. The 
credit ~ooked to the ERAM account would be reduced to reflect the 
difference bet· ..... een the appropriate -:a:i!f rate and the ra.te unde:' 
t~e sp~cial contra.ct. ~his, procedure has the cttect of booki~~ 
full credi-:s to all accounts except tor ERAM'" and the rate 
short:all resulting from the special contract would be re!lectee 
entirely in tl'le E:RAI."1 component.-

A different crediting mechanis~ may be necessary if 
revenue allocation policy is reflected in a utility'S ECAC rates, 
rat~er than its E~"1 rates. For such utilities, the ECAC account 
credits might more appropriately use the system averaqe ECAC ra~e 
instead of the tariffed ECAC rate. that would otherN'ise apply to t~e 
special contract customer's usage. 

Parties may file and serve comments on the utilities' 
filings within 30 days of the effective date of th~$ decision. 
Comments foeusin9' on the details- ot PG&:E's proposal are 
particularly encouraged, but we welcome other proposals as well • 
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IX. ~actinq to an Xng:ease in Bypass 
/ . 

_ In approving the stipulation, 'we aq:eed. with the 

provision to hold a workshop to· develop a mechani~m to react to an 
unanticipated increase in bypass~ The purpose of this effort was 
to have a mechanism in place to counter increased bypass in the 
event that the nwnl:>er of special contracts exceec1ecl our ability to 
process them. on a ease-by-case basis, as we do now .. 

The wor:Kshop was held on Oeceml:>cr 6-, 1988,. and a report 
ot the workshop was circulated on February 6, 1989. 

Discussions at the workshop centered on PG&E's proposal. 
The report of the workshop summarized this proposal: 

"PG&E proposed that a 'marketing list' be 
created that includes only customers consid¢re~ 
to be le~itimate bypass threats (analogous to 
the non-core class ~efinition for natural gas 
customers)~ The Commission would t~en adopt a 
target indifference rate (defined on an 
aggregate basis for the entire marketing list) 
and an associated revenue target that the 
utility would be placed at risk to collect. 
The remainder of the proposal deal~ with the 
issues of how the list would be defined, the 
target indifference rate set~ ane the risk 
shared--along with a discussion of possible 
mechanisms for rceueinq the incentives of the 
involved parties to in~ul~e in rga~ing~ 
behavior." 

Although several parties, in p~rticular t~¢ utilities' 
representatives, supported the broad outlines of this proposal, the 
parties differed consiCLerably on the details.. The workshop 
adjourned without reachin~ consensus on a CLetailee recommendation. 

We gather from the report that developing the details of 
PG&E's proposal could require considerable time and effort. At 
this time, we do not believe that such an effort makes. sense.. The 
n~er of special contracts remains low~ and we ~elievc that our 
efforts to improve revenue allocation and rate design will continue 
to reduce the attractiveness of uneconomic bypass.for most 
customers. If the number of special contracts ~egins to· increase 
and threatens our al:>ility to review them. in the EAD, we will take 
the necessary steps. to respond to: that increase •. 
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We should ma~e it clear that we are not rejecting PG&E's 
proposal or downplaying the contribution made by the participants 
in the workshop'. Our decision reflects only our jud9Xl1ent that the 
effort that appears to be required to develop an off-the-shelf 
mechanism to, respond to increased bypass is not justified under 
present circumstances. 

x. Remaining PetitionS ,tgr Iloditica~ion 

On July 8, 1988, TORN filed a Petition for Modif:i.cation 
of 0.88-03-008 and a Motion to Suspend the Hear:i.ng SChedule. On 
July 13, 19$8, ORA filed ~ Petit:i.on for Modification of 0.87-05-071 
and 0.88-03-008 and a Motion to, Suspend the Implementation 
Proceeding- Both motions to' suspend were denied in a ruling by the 
Administrative Law Judge on July ZO, 1988, but we have not yet 
addressed the petitions for modification. 

PG&E responded to, both petitions on July 19, and Edison 
and SOG&E responded to the petitions on July 20. 

The petitions have largely been answered by the passing 
of time and changed circumstances. Although TORN intermixed the 
relief it sought in its motion to suspend and its petition, it 
appears that it sought modification of 0.88-03-008 to refocus the 
proceeding and to reconsider the decision to remove ERAM for only 
some customers. 
modifications. 

Today's decision supersedes TORN's requested 
In addition, TORN requested modi~ication to clarify 

the Commission's intent on crediting balancing accounts for sales 
under special contracts. Our decis:i.on to retain ERAM for the 
present allays soce of TORN's concerns, and we have called for 
comments to iron out the rema:i.n:i.ng deta:i.ls of this issue~ Thus, 
the modifications to, D.88-03-008 that 'rtmN reqllested ar~ no longer 
necessary. 

ORA's requested modification$ were also closely tied to 
the procedural requests in its motion. ORA asked for either the 
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complete elimination or retention of the ARA (although it seemed to 
favor retaining the ARA tor the interim) and recommended a 
different sehedule for implementing the decision to remove ~ for 
the LRC~ As with TURN's petition, the modifications ORA requested 
have become moot with the determinations we have announced earlier 
in this decision. 

For these reasons, 'l"OR,N's and ORA's petitions 'lor 
modification should be denied. 
lindings of Pact 

1. In 0.88-12·-041,. we requested comments on a nwnber of 
topies. PG&E, Edison, SDG&E, ORA, CEC, DeS, TORN, NRDC, CLECA, and 
Industrial Users submitted comments in response to this invitation. 

2. Working out the details of removing ERAM and the ARA 'lor 
only one group o'l customers is extremely d.ifficult. 

3. ~he Commission has taken several steps in the last few 
years that have helped reduee the threat o'l uneconomic bypass. 

4. Conservation and load management have environmental, 
operational, and financial benefits for utilities and their 
customers. 

5. Declining excess generating capacity, concern about air 
quality in the Los Angeles Basin and about the greenhouse effect, 
and concerns about the United States' balance of trade and the 
competitiveness of American businesses and industry have heightened 
interest in increased demand-side management in recent months. 

6. 0.89-01-040 revised the rate case plan and set up annual 
electric rate design windows for the years between general rate 
cases. 

7. On July 8, 1988, TORN filed a Petition for Modification 
of 0.88-03-008 and a Motion to Suspend the Hearing SChedule. On 
July 13, 1988, ORA filed a Petition for Modification o'l 0.87-05-071 

and D~88-03-008 and a Motion to· Suspend the Implementation 
Proceeding. Both motions to suspend were denied in a ruling by the 
Administrative Law Judge on July 20, 1988. 
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~nclus.ions of lAw 
1. I.86-10-001 should be terminated soon. 
2. ERAM and the ARA should continue to apply to all customer 

classes for the present. 
3. Our policies and overall approaehes to conservation and 

load management should be reexamined. 
4. Contracts for incremental sales can continue to playa 

role in our scheme of requlation. With the retention of ERAM, 
ratepayers bear the costs and reap the ~enetits of contracts for 
incremental sales·. 

5. The reasonableness of special contracts should be 
reviewed in the ECAC proceeding. 

6. Proposals for rate options may be presented in the rate 
desiqn portion of the general rate case or in the annual ra~e 
design window for years between general rate cases. 

7. The effort required to develop a mechanism to respond to 
unexpected increases in the numbers of special contracts is not 
justified under present circumstances. 

8. TURN's petition 'for m04ification of July 8, 1988, and 
DRA's petition for modification of July 13, 1988:, should be denied. 

J:'.r XS .ORD:&RED that: 
1. An en bane hearing on the role of demand-side management 

in our regulatory system will be held on Thursday, July 20, 1989, 
at 10:00 a.m. in the Commission courtroom, 50S. Van Ness Avenue, 
San Francisco, California. 

2. The loss in revenues that a utility will 'suffer when a 
potential special contracts eustomer chooses conservation and load 
management items instead of a rate discount will })e accounted for 
throuCJh its Electric Revenue Adjustment Mechanism, and the direct 
costs of the conservation items will come out of the utility'S 
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existing budget for demand-side management. If the existing 
demand-side management budgets are exhausted, requests for 
additional funding for conservation items will be considered in 
connection with the approval of individual special contracts or 
eonservat,ion items. 

3. ~he reasonableness of special contracts shall be reviewed 
in each utility'S Energy Cost Adjustment Clause proceeding. 

4. proposals for rate options may be presented in the rate 
design portion of the general rate case or in the annu~l rate 
design wind.ow for years between general rate eases. 

5. Parties to this proceeding are invited to file and serve 
written comments on the utilities' filings on crediting balancing 
accounts for sale under special contracts. ~he comments. should be. 
filed with the Doeket Office and served on all parties to this 
proceeding within 30 d.ays of the effective date of this decision. 

6. Except to the extent already qranted~ Toward Utility 
Normalization's petition for modifieation of July 8, 1988, and the 
Division of Ratepayer Advocates' petition for modification of 
July 13, 1988, are denied. 

This order is effective today. 
Oated MAY 26'· 1989 , at San Francisco" California. 
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.. 
A major implication ot this decision is that ERAM and the 

ARA will continue to apply to all customer classes for the present. 
However, we may consider revisions to these and other mechanisms in 
future proceedings. 

II. 

One of our reasons for lettin the utilities offer 
customers special contracts--and parti ularly contracts tor 
incremental sales--was to make use 0 excess generating capacity 
that was available. It appears tha the extent of this excess 
capacity has diminished over time. SDG&E has recently taken ~ids 
from independent power producers 0 ~eet a need for peaking 
generation (0.89-02-017). crowiig demand has led to the 
possibility that other utilitie' ~ay also, soon need to plan for 
capacity additions, inclUdin~ew generating plants. 

It is essential tha utilities have enough capacity to 
meet the needs of their cust mers. But in recent times,. ~uilding 
new generating plants has b'en fraught with problems, and these 

I 

pro~lems have highlighted the advantages of avoiding or postponing 
capacity additions. As wJ noted in D.88-03-008 (p. 16), adding new 
generating resources usi I current technologies is usually more 
expensive and detrimenta to the natural environment than relying 
on existing resources. 

We therefore imited our special contracts program to 
avoid stimulating dema d to- a point where new generating plants 
were needed. One asp ct of this· limitation was what we have called 
the conservation opt~on, which required utilities, during 
negotiations about ecial contracts, to' explore with customers the 
possibilities for r ducing electricity bills through demand-side 
management. 

We have ong been aware of the benefits of conservation 
anel load manaqeme t. Environmental benefits incluae less. air ana 
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water pollution and reduced production of hazardous wastes. By 
lowering the need for generation from plants fired ~y/a!l and 9as, 
conservation helps moderate the demand for and price~of these 
fuels. To the extent that demand-side management ;r.(lOWS a utility 
to avoid or defer construction of a new generati plant, there are 
several associated benefits. As a general matt r, avoidinq 
additions to rate base helps keep rates down. If a utility does 
not need to build a new generating plant, it also does not need the 
capital for construction of the plant, and t avoids incurring the 
increased financing costs associated withjissuing new debt or 
offering new shares of stock. Demand-side management, by reducing 
the uncertainty associated with demand orecasts, also helps 
utilities and regulators in making dif ieult planning decisions. 

In recent years, we'have ntained fairly constant 
budgets for conservation and load m agement for our utilities, 
because excess capacity and low oil and gas prices limited the 
cost-effective options. But now s veral circumstances suggest that 
a more aggressive demand-side man gement program may be Warranted. 

Excess generating capa ity has diminiShed. In recent 
months, environmental problems at are affected by fossil-fueled 
generation have come to the fo~efront, including air pollution in 
the Los Angoles Basin and the (greenhouse effect ,,''' predicted to 
result from increased atmosph~ric levels of carbon dioxide. 
Conservation ca~ make a cont/ibution toward reducing these 
problems. In addition, theJe has been increasing if belated 
conce~ about this country,k trade deficit ~1th other nations and 
the underlying problem of ihe competitiveness of American 
pusinesses and industriesi Using electricity efficiently lowers 
costs and helps Californi industries and businesses compete 
successfully against forJiqn and domestic rivals. Load· management 
helps'control utilities~osts and rates by using existing 
generating plants lI'1ore efficiently .. 
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VIII • ,g;:~1ting 8Alansci ng AcCount§ 

Xn D.88-03-008, we directed the utilit1es to· account for 
sales under special contracts by booking a credit to their 
balancing accounts in an amount sufficient to cover the incremental 
eosts of producing power sold under the contracts. We also ordered 
the utilities to file a list of such credits and a description of 
how they proposed to l'Ilake such credits.. /' 

The utilities l'Ilade the required filings, but the hearings 
that were to consider this issue were postPon~ and eventually l'Ilade 
unnecessary by the st1pu1ation. 

Our d.ecision to retain ERAM for 1 customers mAkes it 
somewhat easier to· mAke the proper credit to the ~alancing 
accounts. We found the proposal of PG& to ~e attractive because 
of its simplic1ty. As we understand s proposal, for all sales 
under special contracts, PG&E would b k a credit to each balanCing 
account, except ERAM, at the appropr'ate rate component for the 
particular schedUle that would apptto the customer in the ~sence . 
of the special contract. The cred't boo~ed to the ERAM account 
would be reduced to reflect the d'fference between the appropriate 
tariff rate and the rate under t~e special contract. This 
procedure has the effect of booiing full credits to all accounts 
except for ERAM, and the rate shortfall resulting from the special 
contract would be reflected enfirely in the ERAM component. 

" . pa~ies lnay file anf sexve·. comments on ~e uti:i~ies' 
fl.ll.ngs wl.thl.n 30 days of the effectl.ve date of thl.S decl.sl.on. 
Comments focusing- on the delails of PG&E's proposal are 
particularly encouraged, bdt we welcome other proposals as well. 

IX. ~g;to an ;mcrease in ~ 
In approving the stipulation., we agreed with the 

provision to hold a workshop to develop a mechanism to react to an 
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unanticipated increase in bypass. The purpose of this effort was 
to have a mechanism in place to counter increased bypass in ,the 
event that the n~er of special contracts exceeded our ~ility to 
process them on a case-by-case basis, as we do now. 

The workshop was held on Oecember 6, 1988, and a report 
of the workshop was circulated on February &, 1989-

Discussions at the workshop centered on/PG&E's proposal. 
• • I 1 The report of the workshop summar~zed th~s proposa : 

"PG&E proposec:1 that a 'marlceting list l be 
created that includes only customer~ considered 
to be legitimate bypass threats (adalogous to 
the non-core class definition for;natural gas 
customer~). The Commission wouldtthen adopt a 
target indifference rate (defined on an 
aggregate basis for the entire marketing list) 
and an associated revenue target that the 
utility would be placed at ris~ to collect. 
The remainder of the proposal/dealt with the 
issues of how the list would~e defined, the 
target indifference rate set and the risk 
shared--along with a discus ion of possible 
mechanisms for redueing th~'incentives of the 
involved parties to indulge in 'gaming' 
behavior." l 

~ 

Although several partiesl in particular the utilities' 
representatives, supported the broad outlines of this proposal, the 
parties differed considerably on ~e details. The workshop 
adjourned without reaching conseJsus on a detailed recommendation. 

We gather from the rep,brt that developing the details of 
PG&E's proposal could require eJnsiderable time and effort. At 
this time, we do not believe tJat such an effort makes sense. The 
number of special contracts re~ains low, and we believe that our 
efforts to improve revenue altocation and rate design will continue 
to reduce the attractivenesy'ot uneconomic bypass for most 
customers_ If the number of special c~ntracts begins to increase 
and threatens our ability treview them in the BAD, we will take 

I • 
the necessary steps to relOnd t.o that ~ncrease. 
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